CATALYST FOR CHANGE!
CONNECT, CHALLENGE, PROVOKE, INSPIRE
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Birgit M. Liodden
Nor-Shipping Director
BUSINESS AS USUAL?!
OUR WORLD NEEDS CHANGE

we thought...
WHAT CAN
WE DO??
digital

disruptive

sustainable
CROWD-SOURCING by NOR-SHIPPING
innovation in a time of tight margins & major change

«the cluster approach»
COLLABORATIVE APPROACH
«SHARING ECONOMY»

INDUSTRY CHALLENGES & NEEDS
EXTERNAL INSPIRATION
DIGITAL & PHYSICAL CROWD SOURCING
INNOVATION & IDEAS FUELLING SHARED COMPETENCIES, RISKS & RESOURCES
COLLABORATIVE PROJECTS:
WITH THE INDUSTRY & THE NEXT GENERATION

CATALYST FOR CHANGE
BEST-PRACTICE & IDEAS WORTH SHARING; PROMOTING THE CHANGE-MAKERS

FROM PROBLEM TO PROFIT
UN SDG’S + PURPOSE-DRIVEN & CROWD-SOURCING MILLENNIALS: OUR OPPORTUNITIES
our industry needs to become better at sharing how we create change...
Connecting key growth markets across the world with the high-tech clusters of the north to find solutions

Cross-continent cooperations based on UN SDGs; special attention to women & the next generation
YOUNG GLOBAL OWNERS FORUM
FIRST YOUNG OWNER ARENA

CONNECTING THE FUTURE
Arena for exploring the new roadmap for young owners of shipping companies

joined by cargo-owners & senior industry legends

1st sustainability-oriented global young owner forum
RAISING INTEREST FOR OUR INDUSTRY: CROWDSOURCING IDEAS

the next generation holds the keys to the future...
SOCIAL CROWD-SOURCING ARENA: SDG’s, SOCIETY, YOUTH & THE OCEAN

Connecting dots;
- global challenges
- local society
- ocean industries
- young people
OUR INNOVATION ACCELERATOR «ENTER THE OCEAN SPACE»

Philosophy; exploring opportunities & innovation in clusters rather than silos...

A room to think outside-the-box and gain inspiration
Our goal? To inspire our industry in a time of transformative change and struggling markets.
WAVES OF CHANGE
NO.1 ARENA FOR DIVERSITY

Industry first to scout the global maritime industry for;

- Most Influential Women
- Young Entrepreneurs

Why? inspire to utilize the potentials of young professionals & women
Young people will change our world, with technological innovations.

«Young Entrepreneur Award» was set up to find young talents that represent this potential.
CATALYST FOR CHANGE!

FUEL YOUR INSPIRATION!
BE PROVOKED!
GET CONNECTED!
JOIN THE CHALLENGE!